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The Education of Little Tree tells of a boy orphaned very young, who is adopted by his Cherokee
grandmother and half-Cherokee grandfather in the Appalachian mountains of Tennessee during the
Great Depression. "Little Tree" as his grandparents call him is shown how to hunt and survive in
the mountains, to respect nature in the Cherokee Way, taking only what is needed, leaving the
rest for nature to run its course. Little Tree also learns the often callous ways of white
businessmen and tax collectors, and how Granpa, in hilarious vignettes, scares them away from
his illegal attempts to enter the cash economy. Granma teaches Little Tree the joys of reading
and education. But when Little Tree is taken away by whites for schooling, we learn of the
cruelty meted out to Indian children in an attempt to assimilate them and of Little Tree's
perception of the Anglo world and how it differs from the Cherokee Way. A classic of its era,
and an enduring book for all ages, The Education of Little Tree has now been redesigned for this
twenty-fifth anniversary edition.
All of Theodore the elephant's friends give him advice, but none can solve his problem until the
opossum announces friends are to help, not just to give advice.
A young fox and a puppy form a friendship, but as they grow up, they realize that their
relationship can not stay the same.
101 Dalmatians Read-Along Storybook and CD
Disney's Treasury of Children's Classics
Those About to Die
The Education of Little Tree
As infants, a fox and a hound become friends before they learn they are supposed to be enemies.
Tod the Fox and Copper the hound are youthful playmates and unlikely friends who, despite their
differences, grow up to save each other's lives.
Tod the fox and Copper the hound are youthful playmates and unlikely friends who, despite their
differences, grow up to save each other's lives.
Lady and the Tramp (Disney Lady and the Tramp)
Fox and the Hound
With Songs from the Motion Picture
A Tail of Woah

"The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing." This ancient Greek aphorism, preserved in a
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fragment from the poet Archilochus, describes the central thesis of Isaiah Berlin's masterly essay on Leo Tolstoy and the
philosophy of history, the subject of the epilogue to War and Peace. Although there have been many interpretations of
the adage, Berlin uses it to mark a fundamental distinction between human beings who are fascinated by the infinite
variety of things and those who relate everything to a central, all-embracing system. Applied to Tolstoy, the saying
illuminates a paradox that helps explain his philosophy of history: Tolstoy was a fox, but believed in being a hedgehog.
One of Berlin's most celebrated works, this extraordinary essay offers profound insights about Tolstoy, historical
understanding, and human psychology. This new edition features a revised text that supplants all previous versions,
English translations of the many passages in foreign languages, a new foreword in which Berlin biographer Michael
Ignatieff explains the enduring appeal of Berlin's essay, and a new appendix that provides rich context, including excerpts
from reviews and Berlin's letters, as well as a startling new interpretation of Archilochus's epigram.
Though they played together as youngsters, Tod the fox and Copper the hound find it difficult to remain friends when
Copper is trained as a hunting dog.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER · USA TODAY BESTSELLER “The
Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse is not only a thought-provoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object
of art.”- Elizabeth Egan, The New York Times From British illustrator, artist, and author Charlie Mackesy comes a journey
for all ages that explores life’s universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings. “What do you want
to be when you grow up?” asked the mole. “Kind,” said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in
uncertain times in this beautiful book, following the tale of a curious boy, a greedy mole, a wary fox and a wise horse who
find themselves together in sometimes difficult terrain, sharing their greatest fears and biggest discoveries about
vulnerability, kindness, hope, friendship and love. The shared adventures and important conversations between the four
friends are full of life lessons that have connected with readers of all ages.
Disney's the Fox and the Hound
The Fox & the Hound
Screenplay
The Fox and the Hound Storybook
Pongo, Perdita, and their puppies embark on the adventure of a lifetime! Follow along as the Dalmatians escape the
clutches of the evil Cruella De Vil and her henchmen. Real character voices and spectacular sound effects add to the fun
in this adorable storybook.
This vintage book contains a comprehensive guide to American fox hunting, with historical details, information on notable
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packs, descriptions of hounds and their different types, information on famous meetings and events, and much more.
This book highly recommended for those with an interest in the history of American fox hunting, and would make for a
fantastic addition to collections of allied literature. Contents include: "Red Fox Horn", "The Chase", "Business", "Old and
Modern Hounds", "Gray Fox Horn", "George L. F. Birdsong", "'Uncle Wash' Maupin", "Birdsong and Maupin Dogs",
"Letters from Famous Hunters", "'Dicks Dog'", "Jake", "Annie", "H. C. Trigg's Residence", "National Meet", "Buying and
Selling", etc. This book was first published in 1890 and many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an affordable, high-quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on the foxhound.
When your life is a hot mess at twenty, it s cute. At twenty-seven well, not so much. It s just that my lofty
dreams making it as a real estate agent, paying rent on time, showering daily have stayed just that: dreams. Oh, and
love? I ve decided love might be a little ambitious for me at the moment. Instead, I ve settled for the two guys who will
never leave me: Ben & Jerry. That is, until Dr. Adam Foxe takes up residence as the town s new vet. With his strong
jaw, easy confidence, and form-fitting scrubs, it s not long before every housewife in Hamilton is dragging neglected
tomcats in for weekly checkups. Like everyone else, I m intrigued. Even after I spoil my chance at a good first
impression, he still offers me a proposition I can t refuse: play his girlfriend at a family function and he ll hire me as his
real estate agent. Welcome to love in the 21st century.
The American Fox-Hound - Embracing a History of the Celebrated Trigg, Birdsong and Maupin Strains
A Fox Found a Box
Tod and Copper
The Foxe & the Hound
Most books about espionage in the American Revolutionary War tend to focus solely on General George
Washington, but as noted historian Donald E. Markle explores in this fascinating account, there was an entire
system of intelligence communication autonomous from his direction. General Washington and General Charles
Cornwallis were engaged in a constant battle to outmaneuver each other, and Cornwallis seemed to always be
one step behind Washington and his intelligence departments. As the war progressed, the Americans and
British slowly learned one another's tactics, allowing the hunt between the fox (Washington) and the hound
(Cornwallis). THE FOX AND THE HOUND walks readers through the early stages of the war, when gathering and
distributing intelligence was a challenge without a centralized government to organize a network. Markle tells us
how and why Washington created multiple intelligence-gathering departments within the colonies, which
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included most of the East Coast from Georgia to New Hampshire and even parts of Canada - all operating under
a command structure unique to their surrounding geography. This book explores the many depths of the
intelligence networks from civilian men and women who dedicated their lives to the American cause, to the
introduction of code ciphers and the first spy equipment such as David Bushnell's turtle submarine and
Benjamin Franklin's jet boat. Without the dedication of Washington and his innovative loyal supporters, it's quite
possible that the outcome of the war may have been different. Military and American history enthusiasts will find
this a valuable resource for their collections.
When his radio breaks, a little fox finds that the forest is filled with its own rhythm and music--drip drops and
chirp chirps--in this picture book that gently introduces the concept of mindfulness. A little fox is digging for
food when--OUCH! What is that?--the fox finds a box! When the fox brings the box home to his animal
friends--and turns a funny-looking knob--the box starts to sing, and music fills the forest. Everyone agrees that it
feels nice. Day and night, they listen to the box's songs, until, one day, it goes quiet. No matter what they try,
they just can't get the box to sing again. The animals stop swishing their tails and flapping their wings.... But, in
the silence, the fox hears the drip-drop rhythm of melting icicles and the thump thump of a beaver's tail and
comes to realize music is everywhere. The noises of the forest and the animals build into a symphony, until,
eventually, everyone joins together in a joyous dance party. From the author of fan favorite Douglas, You Need
Glasses!, here is a wonderful celebration of music--and appreciating the little things that have surrounded you
all along.
An intelligent and cunning red fox becomes the valued prey of a half-bloodhound tracker and his master who
make it their lifelong goal to end the life of the elusive fox. A riveting and powerful story that unfolds through the
senses and instincts of the animals who live it.
Walt Disney Productions Presents Tod and Vixey from the Fox and the Hound
Walt Disney Productions' the Fox and the Hound
That's what Friends are for
Hide and Seek
What do you get when you combine a dog from the wrong side of the tracks with a pampered pooch? Disney's Lady and the Tramp is truly
one of the most beloved animated films of all time! New and old fans of the movie will love the full-color Little Golden Book retelling of this
delightful doggie tale.
A domesticated fox's lonely exile to a game preserve is lightened when he meets a friendly lady fox named Vixey.
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Parallels the lives of a bloodhound and a fox over many years of life-and-death pursuit culminating in an exhausting hunt.
Disney's The Fox and the Hound
Paint and Trace
An Essay on Tolstoy's View of History - Second Edition
or theWay of the Gladiator

One night a puppy,who is always late coming home finds there is no dessert for him. On board pages.
Tod, a young fox, and Copper, a hound pup, love to play together every chance they get. When they get lost in the woods during a
game of hide-and-seek, they learn that a true friend always sticks by you!
A story of hope and friendship, in which resilience trumps tragedy in the wake of a forest fire. After moving from the city, one boy
discovers his new home in the woods isn't so bad—there is friendship in the midst of the forest. But when he spots a fire on the
horizon that soon engulfs everything he's come to know—the bugs, the plants, the fox who keeps him company—he is forced to flee.
When his newfound comfort goes up in smoke, how can he ever feel at home again? In a forest fire, so much can change in an instant.
But both fox and boy learn that there are some things fire cannot burn. With time, the forest will regrow, the animals will return to
their home, and so will the boy and his mom. As we all search for tools for understanding the destruction of forest fires, this touching
story shows that hope, friendship, and resilience shine the brightest. TIMELY: As fires rage over a wider swath of the United States
and internationally, and as fire season lengthens year after year, and sets new records year after year, these are themes communities
are engaging with daily during fire season. WRITTEN BY A FIREFIGHTER: The author-illustrator was a volunteer firefighter,
giving him a unique perspective on the topic of forest fires. EMOTIONALLY RESONANT: This moving story ends with
rebuilding—both for humans and for nature—and with a truly uplifting message of resilience. COMMUNITY-BUILDING: A
wonderful resource for families and communities experiencing the aftermath of a fire or other natural disasters, as well as anyone
looking to empathize with, and better understand, those communities in need. CLASSROOM RESOURCE: Not only is this the
perfect resource for talking about topics like the environment, natural disasters, forest management, and emergency preparedness, this
book will also spark important conversations about coping with personal and community tragedies. The author-illustrator reflects on
his own experiences with forest fires in the autho's note, and backmatter provides additional context. Perfect for: Parents, Educators,
Nature lovers
The Birth of American Spying
The Hedgehog and the Fox
From the Fox and the Hound to the Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
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Thousands flocked to see gladiators, charioteers, wild animals, women and children hacked, crucified, torn to pieces,
ravished, burned, and drown. Biographies, paintings, historical evidence and an author's imagination merge to tell the
story of one of history's most ruthless exhibitions—the Roman games.
Copper the hound puppy and Tod the little fox get lost in the forest while playing hide and seek.
Story of a friendship between opposites, a hunting dog and a fox.
Fox and Hound
The Hound and the Fox and the Harper
Walt Disney Productions' The Fox and the Hound
A Reverse Harem Academy Tail
A collection of well-known fairy tales, folk tales, and stories, illustrated with scenes from
Walt Disney films.
As the daughter of an Inari Fox, celestial messenger to the gods, I should have been reverent,
wise, and collected like my father. As the daughter of a kitsune queen, I should have been
poised and delicate, with just a hint of playfulness to pay homage to the fox spirit within,
just like my mother. Unfortunately, genetics can be unpredictable, and they ended up with a hot
mess dipped in sarcasm, rolled in spunk, drizzled with sass, and sprinkled with pop-rocks.Hi! My
name's Kaede, and I'm that mess.Life was a never-ending series of clubbing and drinking with my
bodyguard, Hiroki. That was his official title, but he's more of a babysitter. He's a nogitsune,
kind of like a kitsune, but more physically badass with a little less spiritual oomph. I have
the hots for him, but he's afraid of losing important pieces of his anatomy if my parents catch
him touching their daughter.I enjoyed my life, except for the hangovers and vomit. It was good.
Until I decided to save a human from jumping off a building, just because he saw dead people.
The supernatural community had one rule. Don't get caught. I ended up on the six-o'clock news
and shipped off to boarding school to learn how to blend in better. Good times.The kicker is
Aesir Academy is in Iceland. Know what's in Iceland? Ice, land, and ancient Norse gods. Some of
which are sleeping. For a damn reason. Like wanting to destroy the world. Know what wakes them
up? Celestial messengers. Know how to keep them from waking up? Kill the messenger.School should
be about fitting in with the popular kids, not destroying the world and staying alive. At least
I made some friends to help me save the world. Dogs love foxes. Especially hellhounds and
werewolves...This trilogy is intended for mature audiences only. It contains graphic language,
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puns, and sexual situations. 18+ readers only! Harem members are added as the series progresses.
Includes M/M themes. This is a medium burn reverse harem where the girl gets all the guys. Why
Choose?
The Poky Little Puppy
The Fox and the Hound
The Fox and the Hound- Video
Walt Disney's the Fox and the Hound
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